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DETA
(Database for the Exchange of Approval documentation)

→ is the secure internet database to circulate approvals and its attachments,

→ as required to be established by the UNECE, according to the 1958 Agreement Revision 3.
DETA is still under development but since May 2019 ready to be used for its base purpose: exchanging UNECE approval documentation between the Contracting Parties to the 1958 Agreement.

- 31 Contracting Parties have notified their DETA Focal Point
- App. 8500 approvals uploaded (E1, E4, E5, E8, E13, E17, E18, E20, E22, E43)
- App. 5400 manufacturers are uploaded and could be selected by TAA
- 13 Manufacturer have access to DETA (their own approvals)
  (manufacturer’s access is to be requested via their approval authority and to be forwarded to the DETA Administrator)
State of play – Financing

- Financing of DETA by UNECE
  - No regular Budget for 2021
  - Further steps on UNECE level necessary

→ dedicated meeting still open
State of play – Developments – open issues

- Contracting and implementation UI / DoC → ongoing
- Two factor authentication → still under investigation
- Mass Upload Functionality → implementation in 2021 possible
State of play – Developments – open issues

- DETA summary documents on UI marking:

  \[
  \begin{array}{|c|}
  \hline
  \text{Approval granting TAA} \\
  \text{for granted approval) } \\
  \text{CERT (communication on type approval) } \\
  \text{TR (test report) } \\
  \text{IF (information document) } \\
  \text{OTHER (other document) } \\
  \text{“Summary” (PDF) } \\
  \hline
  \end{array}
  \]

- \( R \) = read
- \( W \) = read + write + delete

- Existing access rights
- And documents (177th + 183rd WP.29)
- Additional summary document
- Additional usergroup

- The public has only read access right of the new document “Summary” via a separate web application

\( \Rightarrow \) presentations to all GR’s in preparation.

**MINIMUM CONTENTS** (depending on GRs decisions).

The alternative marking as in the Regulation / Explaining text for the device.

Consider adding explanation on “how to read the markings”
WP.29 is requested to consider:

- The extension of the mandate for the IWG on DETA with two more years due to the development of the DoC, UI and more functionalities. (Current mandate until June 2021).

- The amendment of the UI guidelines doc. WP.29/2019/77:
  “For the purpose of Unique Identifier, a product is a physical object, or a group of physical objects consisting of one or more approved systems, components, equipment or parts and is identified by a single type approval number or by a unique combination of sections 1 and 3, plus the regulation number specified in section 2 of type approval number(s), as is typically for lamp units.”.